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FOUNDERS' NOTE
Dear Gubbachi supporter,
Despite the unprecedented challenges of the pandemic
years, we are happy to report that we ended 2021-22 on
a high! For us, it has been a period of organisational
learning and growth. Keeping our core mandate of one
child, one family and one community at a time - we were
able to create meaningful and lasting impact.

(L-R): Rizwan, Mani, Preethy, Nomita,
Deyone & Somya

Against the odds, we continued conducting our
educational programmes, and through our health and
documentation initiatives - we strengthened our ties with
the wider community. Our team of administrators and
teachers went above and beyond to implement our
vision, and truly showed us the power of investing in
people. Any meaningful progress towards empowerment
is only possible through genuine engagement of all
stakeholders, and it has been heartening to witness our
extended team take ownership of our vision.
It was also a year of affirmations. Through knowledge
sharing, resourcing and new partnerships, we have been
heartened by the bolstering of like-minded individuals
and organisations championing the same cause. Their
support has been instrumental in our growth encouraging us to reflect, resolve and better ourselves.

gubbachi.org.in

gubbachilearningcommunity

gubbachi

We look forward to learning a lot more in 2022-23!

Thank you for staying with us!
With much love,
Team Gubbachi

info@gubbachi.org.in

www.gubbachi.org.in
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GUBBACHI IN A NUTSHELL

About us
Founded in 2015 by alumni of Azim Premji
and Bangalore Universities, Gubbachi is a
Section 8 company* working towards the
educational inclusion of marginalised children
- typically from migrant families, as well as
community intervention connecting
beneficiaries to benefits and entitlements.

Our vision
A world where every child develops their
potential to lead a dignified life.

Our mission
To create positive, meaningful learning
experiences for marginalised children,
enabling them to break the cycle of
poverty through education and live with
economic, social and personal dignity.
Additionally, to empower underserved
families through access to primary
healthcare and documentation, and
enable greater financial stability.

2.
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GUBBACHI IN A NUTSHELL

Our values
We engage with care and concern in all our relationships, with each stakeholder
and the environment
We work with complete authenticity in everything we do
We believe that every child, adult and organisation can learn to learn
We believe that knowledge sharing is fundamental to systemic and cultural shifts

*What is a Section 8 company?
The Companies Act, 2013 defines Section 8 companies as those with charitable and
non-profit objectives, including education. All income and profits for such entities are
put towards furthering their chosen cause, with no dividends being paid to any of
their members.
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THEORY OF CHANGE
Educational exclusion of migrant children

THE PROBLEM

OUR APPROACH

Barriers to access:
Culture & language lack of school options
for out-of-state
children
Learning gaps,
deepened by school
closures
Loss of trust
Safety concerns
Sibling care

Gubbachi's operational
model stems from the
twin beliefs that:

Factors affecting
retention:
Inflexible curriculum
& systemic resistance
to new ideas on
teaching/ learning
Non-learning
Lack of role models
Lack of home support
Resulting in:
Drop outs
Vulnerability to
exploitation
Early entry into
informal labour/child
marriage
Perpetuating cycle of
poverty

4.

THE END GOAL

a) public education is the
only sustainable option
for marginalised families,
and
b) integration into formal
public schooling coupled
with quality learning is
the only way to move the
needle for these children.
We work with and within
the government schools,
while addressing the
disadvantages unique to
individual children, both
in the community and in
the classroom, providing:
Periodic & sustained
engagement with
parents
Fast track recovery
options
Alternative pathways
(NIOS, vocational
training)
Constant engagement
with faculty members
& Dept. of Education
Sibling support
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Drop outs
mainstreamed back
into school
Increased retention
Increased number of
children attaining
grade 10 certification
and/or vocational
training
Government schools
view Gubbachi as an
ally and work in
partnership with us

THEORY OF CHANGE
Quality of life for migrant workers
THE PROBLEM

OUR APPROACH

Lack of knowledge,
access to information
or utilisation of
available government
services and
resources, including
healthcare
Poor living conditions
- lack of proper
housing, sanitation,
water & electricity
Multiple social issues:
child labour, child
marriage, alcoholism,
domestic violence
etc.
Educational exclusion
of migrant children

THE END GOAL

Enabling last mile
connectivity to
government benefits
& schemes
Building awareness,
community groups
and children's groups
Partnering with
corporates,
government and
other NGOs to
improve living
conditions of target
migrant communities
Empowering
communities and
individuals to address
social issues

Migrant families have
bank accounts, IDs,
insurance and access
to healthcare
services
Improved
infrastructure, living
and hygienic
conditions
Higher level of
community wellness
(reduced social
issues & disease)

D Hanumanthraya
Block Education Officer, S4 Block
"I visited the Nali Kali sections at Doddakanelli School
and keenly observed each group - checking the
activity of each child. There was a child in class 2 who
was working on the 20th card of class 1. I asked the
teacher why and was told that the child had not
completed their class 1 learning ladder. 'He has
started from where he left off,' the teacher said. This is exactly what we want to
see! There must be continuity in learning - only then can it be effective.
Observing Gubbachi's Nali Kali classes was a reality check for me. The teachers
don't have the kind of facilities government teachers have, but they are welltrained and conduct classes very well." (Extract from video interview)
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PROGRAMME OUTLINE

Bridge Learning Programmes

EDUCATION

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Connect
Fast track programme
towards school readiness
for drop outs (7-9 years)

Proactive
Fast track programme
towards school completion
for drop outs (10-14 years)

Buds
Early Childhood Care & Education
(sibling support for Bridge Learners)
for 3-6 year olds
Transform
Quality Nali Kali learning for
grades 1-3 in government schools

School Learning Programme
Quality learning for grades 4-8
in government schools

Enable
Community empowerment and
access to affordable healthcare

6.
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i.OUR PROGRAMMES
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GUBBACHI CONNECT
Target group
Out-of-school children and drop outs, aged 6-9 years.

Objective
Fast tracking numeracy and literacy skills to bridge learning gaps for out-of-school
children in this age group. The aim of this programme is to prepare these children
for schooling, enrolling them in age and level appropriate grades for continued
learning once they are ready. For out-of-state migrant children unfamiliar with
Kannada, we are designing OBE (Open Basic Education) and NIOS streams that take
them towards official certification. The latter is a recent evolution of our Bridge
programme at Kariyamana Agrahara (Bellandur) where a high percentage of our
students are from out of state, and need an English medium education to hold them
in good stead wherever they migrate to in the future.

Approach
Our bridge centres run through the year in designated spaces within the community
or government school (depending on local context). During the child’s stay in the
programme, Gubbachi teachers engage them in a dynamic, flexible curriculum suited
to the child’s migratory lifestyle - focussed on reading, writing and Maths. The
curriculum ensures holistic learning through art, sports, dance and field trips.

Numbers*

203

12

70-74%

learning
centres

children
currently
enrolled

full-time
teachers

retention
rate

*As of 31 March, 2022.
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__________________________

2

Kariyamana
Agrahara
(community model)
Kodathi Govt.
Higher Primary
School (school
model)

GUBBACHI CONNECT
Highlights & challenges, 2021-22
Barring the Delta lockdown, Gubbachi Connect classes have been operational six
days a week for both our centres throughout the pandemic. Even the Omicron wave
did not see a complete stoppage, with the programme operating with skeletal staff in
shifts.
Kodathi GHPS: Soon after the lifting of COVID restrictions in July 2021, the Connect
programme moved back into the Kodathi GHPS premises. Six students who were
engaged through the pandemic were mainstreamed in the third quarter of the
academic year to grades 2 through to 4. Three of these students were previously out
of school, and three were from our School Learning Programme (see p. 20-22). The
latter joined the Connect programme due to learning regression - a fallout of the
pandemic.
From June 2016, we have been steadily mainstreaming children to Kodathi.
Currently, 109 out of the 271 (40%) students enrolled at the school are from our
Bridge (Connect & Proactive) or Early Child Care (Buds) Programmes.
Kariyamana Agrahara: We have been functioning out of rented sheds in this
community since January 2021. With schools reopening and parents seeking
admissions, we have had to support the children's learning gaps through an after
school programme, resulting in longer hours for our teachers. The loss of learning
was especially true for children who had migrated back to their villages with their
families during lockdown.

What is a Bridge Learning Programme?
The Bridge Course is designed to give out-of-school children the opportunity to
make up for learning losses over the course of a year, and integrate them into
the formal school system.
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GUBBACHI CONNECT

Komalatha H B
Connect & Buds coordinator
Teachers in our Connect and Buds
programmes typically come from
diverse backgrounds. What brings
them to this job at first is perhaps
the promise of a secure livelihood,
and maybe even a vague desire to
teach. But what keeps them with
us for the long haul is the passion
and commitment to our mission
that they develop - almost without
exception.
Komalatha exemplifies that spirit perfectly. Working with out-of-school
children and their difficult life situations is challenging to say the least. But
she makes it look easy.
A consummate go-getter, Komalatha always puts her best foot forward when
anything needs doing. Sitting in as a teacher when someone in her team
takes the day off, visiting the community to enquire about a long absent
child, organising a search party for a toddler who decided to wander off
home with a friend (true story), or carrying school supplies on her twowheeler when needed - there is no task too daunting for Komalatha.
Her repertoire as a teacher is invaluable. From teaching the foundational
Bridge curriculum to teaching a group of adolescents under the ProActive
programme – she has done it all with commitment and a lot of love for her
students.
Komalatha believes that her upbringing in Madduru, a small town near
Mysore, under the watchful eye of her police personnel father was what lay
the foundations for her sense of duty. Moving to the big city fifteen years ago
with her husband was what toughened her up. Her leadership skills and
ability to hit the ground running is what led to her promotion as a
coordinator very early in her Gubbachi career. Now settled in her identity as
a teacher she aspires to study for a B.Ed degree and get certified officially.

10.
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GUBBACHI PROACTIVE
Target group
Out-of-school children and drop outs, aged 10-17 years.

Objective
A supplementary programme to Connect, Gubbachi ProActive was initiated in 201819 to address a sudden influx of out-of-state migrant children and drop outs from
low fee-paying English medium schools. The programme aims to bridge learning
gaps in preadolescent and adolescent children using a fast track learning trajectory,
ultimately enabling access to mainstream schooling.

Approach
A more concentrated approach with smaller groups of children, to enable them to
regain lost ground and help them complete their education through open schooling
(NIOS), or mainstream them into English or Kannada medium government schools
providing Secondary School Leaving Certificates (SSLC). Alternatively, children may
opt for vocational training depending on their circumstances. In addition, the
programme uses activity-based learning techniques as a means to encourage criticalthinking skills and all-round development.

Numbers*

54

10

2

learning
centres

children
currently
enrolled

children
mainstreamed
into school

full-time
teachers

__________________________

2

Kariyamana
Agrahara
(community model)
Kodathi Govt.
Higher Primary
School (school
model)

*As of 31 March, 2022.
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GUBBACHI PROACTIVE
Highlights & challenges, 2021-22
ProActive classes have been operational full day since July, 2021. Three students
passed out of NIOS last year, of whom one is currently pursuing their 2nd PreUniversity Course at St Joseph's Junior College, while the other two are completing
their scholarship diplomas in Software Programming at NavGurukul in Dharamshala.
Of the ten children mainstreamed into government schools, five were drops outs
who were mainstreamed back into Kodathi GHPS (class 7) in January 2022, and five
had not been enrolled in formal schooling previously.
Admissions into the programme are on-going, some from English medium schools
and some due to migration. Setting realistic expectations of academic engagement
with students and parents however, has been a constant struggle as children exert
‘adolescent independence’. So far though, once the expectations have been set responses have on the whole been positive.
Kodathi GHPS: There are currently 19 enrolments at our Kodathi centre as of 31
March, 2022. Five of these students are scheduled to give their first NIOS exam in
October, 2022.
Kariyamana Agrahara: The number of preadolescent and adolescent (10+ years)
children enrolled at our community centre is 35, of whom six are above 14-years-old.

12.
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GUBBACHI PROACTIVE

Malini, 16
Malini is an only child. Her mother
is a single parent who earns a
living wage as a domestic worker,
and aspires for her daughter to
have access to greater
opportunities. Thus far, she has
ensured that Malini studied in
English medium (low-fee private)
schools. But as she had to keep
moving in search of better paying
jobs, Malini had to change schools
four times in eight years.

Once she even had to repeat a year to gain admission into a particular
school. When she was in the 8th grade, Malini had to travel 10 km by bus to
and from school, which began to take a toll on her health. She dropped out
and spent the entire year (2019) recovering at home. And as luck would have
it, just when she was ready to rejoin school, the pandemic struck!
While the country went in and out of lockdowns, Malini finished short
courses on nursing and computing. But they weren’t enough for her to
secure any employment because she had not finished her schooling. This
was all extremely frustrating and distressing for them as they could not see a
way out. This was when her mother’s employers put the word out about
their predicament which reached Preethy - one of our founders. After
ascertaining the family’s commitment towards ProActive's intensive
programme, Malini was enrolled.
Malini now has to travel 5 km on the bus, but both she and her mother
understand that there is an urgency for her to finish schooling and start
earning to support their household. She is grateful that she has supportive
teachers who also treat her like an adult. Moreover, Malini now understands
what is being taught in school – which was not the case earlier: "All through
school, I thought I was weak in Maths but now that I understand what is
being taught in class, I realise that I am actually good at it!"
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GUBBACHI BUDS
Target group
Younger siblings of Bridge programme attendees, aged 3 - 6 years.

Objective
Gubbachi Buds was first initiated to support the Connect programme, as sibling care
is a major deterrent to education for marginalised children. Along with providing care
to younger siblings, the programme prepares these preschoolers for class 1
admissions in governments schools by nurturing age-appropriate literacy and
numeracy skills.

Approach
The programme uses the Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) model, laying a
strong foundation for the children's learning journeys and development. It runs in
adjoining spaces to the Bridge programmes at our centres, providing a safe place for
them to indulge in our activities while being in close proximity to their elder siblings.

Numbers*

75

134

3

learning
centres

children
currently
enrolled

older siblings
supported

full-time
teachers

*As of 31 March, 2022.
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__________________________

2

Kariyamana
Agrahara
(community model)
Kodathi Govt.
Higher Primary
School (school
model)

GUBBACHI BUDS
Highlights & challenges, 2021-22
Due to the pandemic, the programme had to be paused between April and
September, 2021. Restarted in full earnest in September at Kariyamana Agrahara,
and in October, 2021 at Kodathi GHPS.
Kodathi GHPS: There are currently 35 preschoolers enrolled at Kodathi.
Kariyamana Agrahara: Our community centre cares for 35 younger siblings of
Bridge programme attendees.
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GUBBACHI BUDS

Sania, 3
Sania is a very friendly and
talkative little girl, happy amongst
her peers in the Early Childhood
classroom. She chatters away with
her teachers daily, striking up
conversations about all the things
she did and ate. She came to us as
a smiling toddler with her two
sisters Sanam and Zara during the
early COVID months.

Her sisters are enrolled in the ProActive and Transform programmes – free
from the responsibility of caring for Sania. The wellbeing of the younger
sibling has a deep ripple effect on the education of the older children in the
family - limiting their chances to go to school. This is precisely the problem
our Buds programme was created to address. It has allowed Sanam and
Zara the opportunity to access a proper education. Sania herself will
progress to grade 1 in a few years with her friends. But their journey to this
point was not an easy one.
The girls' father Ali, migrated to Bangalore from Madhubani (Bihar) three
years ago – abandoning his life as a skilled aari embroiderer to take up a
(relatively) high paying, stable job in the housekeeping department of a
corporate office. A year later, he moved his family - wife and three younger
daughters - to the big city. His wife also joined him at the office, doing the
same job.
Unfortunately, as is very often the case, Ali is the product of a patriarchal
system that limits opportunities for girls. With four daughters to raise (one
back home), Ali had little hope for the future. Their education was certainly
not a priority. But we're happy to share that thanks to Gubbachi's
intervention and the options we offered, Ali has come a long way in seeing
possibilities for his daughters.

16.
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GUBBACHI TRANSFORM
Target group
Grades 1, 2 & 3 (6-9 year olds), in government primary schools across Karnataka.

Objective
Implementing the multi-grade multi-level Nali Kali curriculum in classrooms with the
aim to make high quality education accessible to children in this age group, while
creating holistic learning spaces.

Approach
Through an MoU with the Department of Education, our team of teachers trained in
the Nali Kali methodology are deployed to implement the system in government
primary schools. Building collaborative relationships with headmasters and teachers
at the schools is crucial to maximise the success of this programme. In addition, we
co-participate in cultural and sporting events, facilitate enrichment resources for all
children, and nurture positive child-friendly spaces.

Numbers*

503

14

government
schools
engaged

children
across
classrooms

trained,
+3 trainee
teachers

__________________________

6

Kodathi Govt. Higher Primary School
Sulikunte Dinne Govt. Lower Primary
School
A Krishnappa Nagar GHPS
Mullur GHPS
Chennagiri Govt. Middle Primary
School
Doddakanelli GMPS

*As of 31 March, 2022.
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GUBBACHI TRANSFORM
Highlights and challenges, 2021-22
During the second wave, the Transform programme had to function out of
community centres and temporary shelters; a choultry in Mullur, the Samudaya
Bhavan in Sulikunte, sheds in the Doddakanelli community, a rented house in
Kodathi, and a rented godown in AKN. This was the only time during the pandemic
that we did not run full day classes, six days a week across all our centres. But the
disruption did adversely impact the Nali Kali* curriculum.
Soon after the lockdown lifted in July 2021, we moved back into classrooms. With the
guidance of programme leads and coordinators, re-implementing the multi-grade
multi-level pedagogy was possible within a few weeks of settling back in. We
continued to work on campus during the Omicron wave, albeit with smaller groups
and in shifts.

* What is the Nali Kali system?
'Nali Kali' is a Government of Karnataka mandated multi-grade & multi-level
activity-based curriculum that draws heavily from the Montessori system.
Focused on primary school grades 1 to 3, this approach emphasises the
importance of 'joyful learning' and allows each child to go at their own pace.

18.
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GUBBACHI TRANSFORM

Anita, 9
Anita and her little sister,
Aishwarya, live with their mother in
Kodathi village. Their mother is a
single parent and does a few
housekeeping jobs around the
village. Their father lives with his
first wife and occasionally comes to
meet his daughters at their school
- unbeknownst to their mother.

Anita started her relationship with Gubbachi when she joined our Buds
programme at Kodathi GHPS. After a year, she started class 1 as a confident
child and sincere student. Anita is now in class 3. Her first two years in school
saw her keeping pace with her peers. Even during the pandemic, she
continued to do well.
This year however, little Aishwarya started school. Coupled with this, their
mother has had to take on more work to make ends meet. Like many older
siblings, Anita is burdened with the responsibility of caring for her younger
sister after school. Besides which she also has to cook and clean at home to
help their mother out while she earns a living.
Anita is extremely protective of Aishwarya, and is always looking out for her
in school. This has meant she has slowed down a little in class and needs
constant coaxing and support to push herself to meet her learning goals. Her
added responsibilities at home have also transferred to the classroom,
where she takes care of her juniors like she does her sister. She very often
takes charge of the classroom's maintenance without being reminded.
We are trying to wean her from these responsibilities so that she can
concentrate on her learning and progress to class 4 with all her literacy and
numeracy skills in place.
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SCHOOL LEARNING PROGRAMME
Target group
Children from classes 4 - 7 (aged 9 - 13 years) shut out of government schools during
the pandemic.

Objective
The School Learning Programme (SLP) was started in January 2021 as a COVID
response programme designed to address the learning regression in children due to
school closures and discontinuity. The programme aimed to further learning while
schools remained closed to ensure children were retained in mainstream education
when they reopened.

Approach
Focusing on schools where the Transform programme was already operational, we
conducted a baseline assessment of children in classes 4 - 7 to ascertain learning
losses. Operating out of community spaces while schools were closed, teachers were
deployed for foundational learning as well as for continued learning in specific
subjects. Once schools reopened, we provided faculty support according to each
school's specific requirements.

Numbers*

236

14

government
schools
engaged

beneficiaries

teachers

__________________________

3

Kodathi Govt. Higher Primary School
A Krishnappa Nagar GHPS
Mullur GHPS

*As of 31 March, 2022.
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SCHOOL LEARNING PROGRAMME
Highlights and challenges, 2021-22
With the alarming rise in COVID cases during the second wave in April 2021, we
suspended classes and hand-delivered printed worksheets to the children at home.
Where it was possible, we started online classes. By the end of July, we saw a gradual
increase in students returning to our offline community spaces. By December, all
classes were functioning out of schools again.
At Kodathi, Science and Social Studies were taught by Gubbachi teachers. In fact, two
of our teachers were asked to join the school faculty and teach these subjects to
classes 6 and 7. Science Day (28 February) was celebrated by higher primary
students, who participated with much enthusiasm and an exhibition of scientific
concepts.
It was challenging to respond to the expectations of school management teams, and
decisions of when to exit the programme designed only as a COVID response
required careful and regular monitoring.
Due to adequate teacher strength at Mullur GHPS, we stopped classes in December
2021, and at A Krishnappa Nagara GHPS by the end of March 2022.
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SCHOOL LEARNING PROGRAMME

Divya, 11
Divya’s parents are masons. During
the lockdown months, they began
to take the eleven-year-old along
with them to construction sites
while schools remained closed. It
meant that they could keep a
watchful eye on her while they
worked. Being employed as a
helper meant she was getting paid
a decent wage which benefited the
family. Naturally, this posed an
obstacle to her education.

The community team at Gubbachi worked with the family and convinced
them to let her come back to school. After a gap of 18 months, she finally
rejoined in September, 2021 when schools reopened for the new academic
year.
When we came to know Divya was rejoining, we reached out to her previous
teachers to find out more about her and the learning level she was at when
lockdown happened. Initially, she had a lot of difficulty with recognising
some letters and blending some words. This made her feel awkward in
socialising with her peer group. But with guidance and encouragement from
all her teachers, she immersed herself into academic work, and gradually
began to rekindle friendships with her old classmates.
A few months on, we're happy to report that Divya now rarely misses school.
Moreover, she regularly attends remedial classes after hours. At first, we
gave her a lot of Kannada writing practice, and then shifted the focus
towards Math practice.
Divya has made a lot of progress but will need continued support after
school to be ready to join class 8 in June. She enjoys craftwork, has a steady
set of friends and readily plays with children of all ages. We look forward to
watching her grow!
by Ramya R (teacher)

22.
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GUBBACHI ENABLE
Target group
Migrant communities in our areas of operation.

Objective
Gubbachi Enable is a community outreach programme conceptualised to work with
the families and communities of our beneficiary children. The objective of this
programme is to empower migrant communities through education and nutrition as
well as healthcare and documentation initiatives.
During the pandemic, Gubbachi Enable greatly expanded its impact and outreach.

8

1,150

64

10,206

communities
benefitted
from education
& nutrition
initiatives

families
received
education &
nutrition
benefits

communities
benefitted
from health &
documentation
initiatives

families
received
health &
documentation
benefits

Community interventions, 2021 - 2022*
1. Bangalore Health Response:
Gubbachi was part of Azim Premji Foundation’s 'Integrated Health Care
Response' in Bangalore from August, 2020 to March, 2022. Focusing on the
Marathahalli and Sarjapur Road areas in the Mahadevapura zone, we partnered with
Primary Health Centres with the aim to help marginalised communities access timely
healthcare as well as to implement strategies to prevent and deal with COVID-19.

*Inclusive of all communities and members unless otherwise specified.
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GUBBACHI ENABLE
Highlights:
Surveyed and mapped settlements
Trained volunteers
Raised awareness on COVID guidelines and addressed vaccine hesitancy through
street plays, wall paintings and group discussions
Facilitated daily screening, COVID testing and support for positive cases
Vaccination outreach and administration

51

54

44,669

settlements
covered

camps &
door-to-door
campaigns

vaccines
administered
(1st & 2nd dose)

2. Awareness of Health and Sanitation (WASH):
Highlights:
Created better preparedness and motivation for healthy living
Raised awareness on how to diligently follow COVID guidelines
Raised COVID vaccine awareness
Empowered community members to make well-informed decisions regarding
choice of treatment for ailments
Coordinated with public healthcare system to raise awareness on schemes
available
Reduced out of pocket expenses for primary healthcare
Path to enhanced productivity through reduction in loss of productive days due
to illnesses
Raised awareness on how better health outcomes for children result in improved
school attendance and improved learning

24.
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GUBBACHI ENABLE
3. Health camps for migrant communities
Objective:
To enable access to quality healthcare services for communities
To reduce out of pocket expenses leading to freed up finances for better
utilisation
To identify major health issues at an early stage
To encourage and raise awareness on healthy habits
To provide guidance and support for secondary and tertiary treatment
Path to better health of migrant children, leading to increased participation of
children in all areas of their holistic development

22

camps
conducted
across four
communities

2,512

communities
members
benefitted

4. Financial awareness workshops
In keeping with COVID guidelines, we conducted weekly focus group discussions with
2 - 3 families at a time, across all settlements.
Objective:
To highlight the importance of basic financial literacy
Encourage financial vision and independence
Create understanding of the formal and informal financial structure
Implement viable financial solutions to problems associated with each
community

36

new PAN cards
generated

57

new bank accounts
opened
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GUBBACHI ENABLE
5. Identity workshops to create awareness for social security schemes
Objective:
To introduce all available welfare schemes, and enable access
Encourage demand for documentation
Emphasise citizenship ideals for increased civic participation and prevention of
exploitation

545

216

40

32

Aadhar card
corrections

new
Aadhar cards
registered

Labour Card
applications
submitted

domestic
workers
registered

6. Community awareness workshops on social issues such as alcoholism,
domestic violence, gender equality, child marriage and child labour
Conducted small focus group discussions with 2 - 3 families on a weekly basis due to
COVID guidelines, across all settlements.
Objective:
To reduce number of dysfunctional families
To reduce cases of alcoholism, domestic violence, child marriage and child labour
To enable the community to own their problems and create solutions while
exerting positive pressure on at-risk families
To ensure that girls are better retained in the education process

1,611
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individuals

570

families

4
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GUBBACHI ENABLE

Aman, 12
Healthcare case study
As things started to normalise after
COVID regulations were lifted, our
educational programmes got more
intense to make up for the learning
regression. When they started
operating from our partner
government schools, there was a
steady increase in numbers at all
our centres. We quickly realised
that we needed to address not just
their education but also health issues that had taken a backseat during the
pandemic.
We started with eye check-ups for all the children with the help of The Eye
Foundation Eye Hospital, Bellandur. It was during one of these check-ups at
a government school when 6th grader Aman was identified with blurred and
distorted vision. Although he had not complained of these symptoms before,
he was diagnosed with Keratoconus, a condition which causes the cornea to
thin and gradually bulges outward into a cone shape.
Aman's family had migrated from Kolkata about 6 years ago. His father is
involved with dry waste segregation and his mother works as a
housekeeping staff. We spoke to the family a few times, and shared the
details of the problem to make them understand. Upon further investigation,
doctors suggested a Corneal Collagen Cross-linking procedure - which the
family agreed to go ahead with.
The surgery was successfully conducted in February, 2022, with Aman being
discharged soon after. His parents were very happy and thankful. They felt
that without the eye screening camp, the problem would have gone
unnoticed till it had aggravated beyond repair. Aman is now doing well, and
waiting for his next appointment for a review.
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GUBBACHI ENABLE

Channappa, 33
Documentation case study
Channappa is a construction
worker who came to Bangalore
from Raichur about six years ago.
Currently, he lives with his wife and
children in Kodathi village. We
have been working with the family
for the past 3-4 years, ensuring
they receive the benefits due to
them under their constitutional
rights.
First and foremost, we ensured the family understood the importance of
education, and enrolled the three kids at Kodathi GHPS. Channappa is very
happy with their academic progress and regularly attends parent-teacher
meetings at the school.
Next, we conducted awareness drives in the community with information on
identity documents and their importance for proving eligibility to access
government welfare schemes. We had sessions with Channappa to educate
him on possessing an Aadhar card with accurate information, linked to an
active phone number and bank account. He appreciated this initiative the
most when lockdown happened and he realised these things were essential
to securing government COVID relief funds.
As things started to open up, we facilitated Channappa's application for a
Labour Card - despite initial hesitation on his part. Today, he has been
promoted from a labourer to a 'mestri', supervising a group of labourers
under him. He now takes the initiative himself to make them aware of
benefits available to them from the Karnataka Building and Other
Construction Workers Welfare Board (KARBWWB). The Labour Card scheme
makes cardholders eligible for several incentives, including a free bus pass
for travel to work within the city, and educational assistance for children.
These incentives ensure a certain security as well as means to reduce
financial hardship - benefits Channappa and his family are reaping the
rewards of.
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NUMBERS AT A GLANCE

6

trained teachers
& community
facilitators

64
70

government
schools
engaged

1,087

64

communities
across Bangalore

overall employees

children impacted
(grades 1-7)

5

parent-teacher
meetings
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families benefitting
from health &
documentation
initiatives

10,206

1,150

families receiving
educational &
nutritional benefits

CAMPAIGNS & FUNDRAISERS
"I did this fundraiser because I felt
that every child deserves the right to
education and a good life. I wanted
to extend my contribution to a larger
community instead of my immediate
surrounding who we help regularly."

We have been encouraged and deeply
moved by the efforts of two individual
students to fundraise on our behalf. In
total they raised INR 1,74,559.

Educate Marginalised Children

Pictured: Tanay Rao

Eleventh grader Shreyas Sridhar from
Harvest International School in
Bangalore raised INR 57,800 for
nutritious meals to support the
education of marginalised children.

Unlocking Learning for Children
Sixth grader Tanay Rao from Pathways
World School in Gurgaon took the
initiative to create a campaign on
GiveIndia in support of our 'Bridging the
Educational Divide' fundraiser.

I have undertaken this
campaign because I
believe that the right education is
the foundation for life’s journey. I'm
fascinated by Gubbachi's vision and
journey and I want to help them in
my own little way to reach out to
the most marginalised of children."
Shreyas Sridhar
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CAMPAIGNS & FUNDRAISERS
A DANCE TO RAISE FUNDS!
In November 2021, classical dancer
Preeti Sunderajan organised a
Bharatnatyam performance to
raise funds for Gubbachi, creating
a campaign on GiveIndia for that
purpose. Her fundraiser was in
support of Gubbachi's Bridge
Learning centre at Kariyammana
Agrahara. Preeti exceeded her
target of INR 1.5 lakhs, and put up
a fabulous show.
Thank you, Preeti!

Pictured: Preeti Sunderajan

YouTube link to performance:
https://tinyurl.com/PreetiSundarajanxGubbachi
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CAMPAIGNS & FUNDRAISERS

Bridging the Educational Divide
We created an end-of-year campaign on
GiveIndia to raise funds for our Bridge
Learning centre operating out of the
Kariyammana Agrahara community.
Though we fell short of our ambitious
target, we got a lot of support from
individual donors.

This campaign also
coincided with a more
streamlined approach to our
communications, including
a monthly newsletter.
To subscribe, write to:
info@gubbachi.org.in
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CAMPAIGNS & FUNDRAISERS

Hymn for the Weekend:
A'verse to COVID
A group of Bangalore-based
students came together during
the pandemic to form the
Covigilant Community - an online
collective with an aim to share
information about COVID from
trusted sources.
In June, they organised a virtual
poetry and music competition
through which they raised funds
for Gubbachi, in particular for
food requirements of migrant
families devastated during the
pandemic. The event was live
streamed on YouTube.
Links to performances:
https://linktr.ee/covigilantcommunity
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MEDIA & EVENTS
“We used audio-visual aids, phone
calls, messaging and worksheets to ensure
our children continued to learn,” says
Preethy Rao, co-founder of the
Gubbachi Learning Community, an
organisation that focusses on the
educational inclusion of disadvantaged
children from migrant communities. “We
work in safe, public places with children
who are part of the Karnataka
government’s Nali Kali programme and
with children in daycare centres. Word
spread, and we ended up sharing 25,000
worksheets across 37 government schools
and seven NGOs,” says Rao.
Quoted in: 'As the pandemic makes digital
teaching the norm, these initiatives are
bringing school to rural children', by Mala
Kumar (The Hindu, 23 July, 2021)

Co-founder Preethy Rao took part in a panel
discussion on 'Museums for All' in January 2022

Inevitably, children from
bottom-of-pyramid households
in India’s IT city have been hit
hardest by the pandemic. “Out of
the 750 children of migrant
labour we work with, we were
able to connect online with only
22. Therefore, we had to give up
online classes and opt for inperson education for all 750
students using community
learning spaces such as rented
warehouses and temple grounds.
It will take years to bridge the
digital divide in education. The
best option is to immediately
reopen schools from pre-primary
to secondary so that remedial
programmes can be started to
address the huge learning loss
children have suffered over the
past year,” advises Somya
Nand, co-founder of Gubbachi,
a Bengaluru-based NGO which
has been providing bridge
classes for children of migrant
communities since 2015.
Quoted in: 'IT capital’s shocking
digital education divide', by Zahid
H. Javali (EducationWorld,
October 2021)
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MEDIA & EVENTS

Interview with co-founder Rizwan Ahmed for GiveIndia's blog
(January, 2022). An extract:
GI: How did Gubbachi happen? Tell us a bit about the rest of Gubbachi’s cofounders
RA: After graduating from APU I was working for a non-profit in the area of
education. (...) A year or two later, word got around in our APU alumni network
that there was an opportunity to start a learning programme for migrant
children in the Sarjapur Road area.
Five of us alumni got connected through that network and did a survey of the
migrant settlements in the area. To our horror, we found that many children
were out of school. We couldn’t turn away. We got two rooms in Kodathi
Government School and started a bridge programme in October 2015 with some
seed money put in by some of us and support from WIPRO on programme
funding and a few fellowships.
We are proud to say that the collective experience of the founding team is rich,
diverse, and yet bound strongly by a single commitment to support and
empower the deeply marginalised child and family.
Link to full article: https://tinyurl.com/GiveIndiaBlogxGubbachi
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FUNDING & DONATIONS

Grants
Bart Foundation
Let's Do Some Good Foundation
LG Soft India Pvt. Ltd.
Ma Foundation
Marlabs Innovations Pvt. Ltd.
Mindtree Ltd.
Quicken Software Development Pvt. Ltd.
Vastra Concepts
XL India Business Services Pvt. Ltd.

Donations from individuals
TOTAL

Amount
1,08,22,300
5,00,840
12,05,394
2,50,000
10,00,000
2,43,280
20,20,240
13,62,048
28,00,000

2,19,300
45,000
20,00,000
30,000
5,00,000
18,000
4,40,500
45,000
2,91,000
68,97,808

% of contributions

_____________________________________________________________________________

Azim Premji Philanthropic Initiatives
Epicor Software India Pvt. Ltd.
iQuanti India Pvt. Ltd.
Lam Research India Pvt. Ltd.
Mindtree Foundation
Mistral Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
ThoughtFocus Information
Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
United Way of Bengaluru
Wipro Cares

_____________________________________________________________________________

Programme donations

35.26%
1.63%
3.93%
0.81%
3.26%
0.79%
6.58%
4.44%
9.12%

0.71%
0.15%
1.63%
0.10%
6.52%
0.06%
1.44%
0.15%
0.95%
22.48%

3,06,90,710

Lalitha R Holla
Associate Director, Mindtree Foundation
"We at Mindtree are keen to provide access to
education for marginalised children. Gubbachi has
been one of our best partners in this endeavour, and
we are proud to have partnered with such an
organisation."
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Usage and distribution
Programme donations: these are from organisations who commit to support our
programmes for a specified period of time.
Grants: these funds are untied to any particular programmes directly. They help to
enhance a programme or respond to an unforeseen need.
Donations from individuals: are contributions made by individuals towards untied
expenses. These are primarily deployed for enhancing organisational effectiveness,
piloting new programmes or responding to an unexpected requirement.
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FUNDING & DONATIONS
Gubbachi expenditure: Year on year, 2019-20 to 2021-22

Vishal Maru
Vice President, Solutions, iQuanti
"iQuanti started CSR - even before it was a mandate
for us - as a way of bringing employees together. We
rolled out a survey amongst iQuantians on what
causes they would like to support. Education
resonated with us the most, followed closely by the
environment. This ultimately led to our association
with Gubbachi who were introduced to us by a mutual contact.

We all know about the challenges that underprivileged communities face with
access to education. But I was unaware of the specific plight of migrant workers.
I was really moved by the work Gubbachi does in addressing this problem, and
impressed by the organisation's leadership in implementing a robust approach
that makes a huge impact."
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
Local governance & civic bodies
Anganwadis (Agara, Bellandur and Kariyammana Agrahara)
Bangalore One (Agara and Gunjur)
Block Education Office, South 4, K.R. Puram
Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP), Bellandur ward
Carmelaram Post Office
Department of Primary & Secondary Education, Government of Karnataka
Gram Panchayats (Bidaraguppe, Billapura, Dommasandra, Handenahalli, Kodathi,
Mugalur, Sarjapura and Yamare)
Labour Department, Government of Karnataka
Police stations (Bellandur, Sarjapura and Varthur)

Community partners
Association for Promoting Social Action (APSA)
Coalition of ACT Grants, Sattva Consulting and United Way Bengaluru (COVID
vaccination camps)
Good Measure Foundation, HSR Layout
Karnataka Rakshak & Workers Union, Basaveshwaranagara
Kotak Mahindra Bank, Kaikondrahalli branch
Reaching Hand, Kacharakanahalli
RUDSET Institute, Arasinakunte
Seva Sindhu, Varthur
Union Bank of India (Doddakanelli and Kodathi branches)
Vathsalya Charitable Trust, Kalyan Nagar

Health partners
Deputy Health Officer, Mahadevpura
Employees' State Run Hospital, Indiranagar
My Vaccine Foundation
Primary Health Centres (Agara, Doddakannelli, Dommasandra, Kodathi and
Sarjapura)
Taluk Health Office
The Eye Foundation Eye Hospital, Bellandur
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
Academic partners
Azim Premji Foundation
Azim Premji University
Government schools in Doddakanelli cluster
Vonisha Service Foundation

Technology support
Atria Convergence Technologies (ACT)

Fundraising partners
GiveIndia
DanaMojo

Institutional donors
Azim Premji Philanthropic Initiatives
Bart Foundation
Mindtree Foundation
United Way Bengaluru

Corporate donors
AXA XL India
Epicor Software Corporation
iQuanti India
Lam Research
LG Soft India
Marlabs Innovations
Mistral Solutions
Quicken Software Development
ThoughtFocus
Wipro Cares
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FROM OUR SUPPORTERS

"Gubbachi is one organisation I trust 100%, with
complete surety that each donation is utilised with
complete honesty and sincerity. As a supporter, I
have been associated with Gubbachi probably since
it’s inception. I enjoy getting the passionate updates
from founder members when their children excel in
their exams."
Rohini Dua
Managing Director, Vastra Concepts

"I started off my journey with Gubbachi as a 3rd
grade Hindi teacher and later volunteered as an
accountant. I was heartened by the way the overall
development of the kids was given top priority. The
tight bond between teachers and students left me
speechless. It has always been a happy and cheerful
place to work."
Garima Doshi
Chartered accountant & Gubbachi volunteer

"Volunteering at Gubbachi has been a real learning
experience for me over the years. I was surprised by
how much I had learnt from the kids about being
content and appreciative. Their mischief and
playfulness keeps me young at heart. I intent to stay
associated with Gubbachi - teaching and learning for many years to come."
Jamuna Vinothkunar
Gubbachi volunteer, Homemaker
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GUBBACHI LEARNING COMMUNITY
Registered office:
#33, 1st Cross
Arekere
Lakshmi Layout
Bengaluru 560076

Field office:
#16, 1st floor,
BRS Residential Layout
Kodathi Village
Carmelaram Post
Bengaluru 560035

Join us, support us, inspire us!
To volunteer, get in touch: info@gubbachi.org.in
Donate, through our website: gubbachi.org.in/donations
Via bank transfer:
Account name: Gubbachi Learning Community
Bank: State Bank of India
Account number: 35316850145
IFSC: SBIN0010363
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